
Hoo Flunge Selected Council Entrées f
Ronton Soup
The true “mystery meat” on the menu. A daring, yet ambigu-
ous choice for any serious culinary aficionado. Prepared in a 
city that contains nuts.

Carter du Chicken
A classic Szilvertuan dish, and a meal you can sink your teeth 
into. Filled with bite-sized chunks of fluoridated chicken 
chunks wrapped in floss with a pasty colgate garnish, and a 
novacaine dip on the side.

Jae Song Fried Linger
A cold, previously cooked wad of tofu is combined with a dollop 
of Hawaiian poi to add flavor. Tastes like Mayor Sztu’s Chicken.

Crab Kaser
A regular variation on over-spiced deep-fried testimony that 
has become a monthly staple at Council meetings. Cooks in 
three minutes.

Ken Pao Chicken
Deep-fried recycled geriatric chicken in a light prune 
sauce (for regularity). A traditional and proven favorite. 
Not for the weak in the knees.

Smith Danaman Beef Curry
A delicate but strong flavored entrée that complements 
& enhances whatever it is paired with. Especially useful 
for “toning down” those neighboring super-spicy dishes.

Springer Rolls
A lighter, more delicate version of egg rolls, enhanced 
with common sense & lightly seasoned in New England 
Yankee ingenuity.

We cater Tea Parties & Coffee Klatches
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Mayor Sztu’s Chicken (Mao Mangled Mensa) 
A flamboyant large stuffed breast coated in low-cut sequin, draped over patent leather 
pumps, slow-cooked with a faux populist sauce, heavily sautéed in negative hyperbole.

Squares’ Thrice-Cooked Pork (Eye Wynn - Yew Wynn - Me Wynn)
Half-baked ideas stir-fried with tender and moist nuggets of semi-civic involvement.

Wonton Runner Flied Lice with Haggis (Waun Wanker Walker)
This is a very colorful diversionary flied lice dish, complete with a highland “Scott’s Flair” of pompous 
ham, stuffed into a marinated goat stomach, which is then lightly roasted in a pseudo progressive 
roux for color. Note: Patrons ordering this dish will receive Mayor Sztu’s Chicken instead.

Pyle Kal-Mer Chicken (Fing Ger Lickengood)
Diced urban hen deep-fried in Willamette Canola oil with a rational logic garnish.

Most candidates are served with traditional, long-winded, steamed hyperbole. We are happy to honor 
any special political request, but these may take a little longer to prepare, depending upon the num-
ber of remaining penny parking meters juxtaposed with dynamic civic theatrics.

The preceding menu is being presented as a leisure service of the Silvertongue Apple-Peal and represents a satirical parody.
Any resemblance between real candidates for Mayor was clearly intentional. As such, it contains no Monosodium Glutamate.

A 15% System Development Charge will be added to each order
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